1. Publication Schedule — Four issues of Plant Science Bulletin have appeared in the last year. All issues have appeared on schedule.

2. Number of pages — For volume 44, quarterly issues ranged from 32 to 40 pages; the average is 32 pages. This is similar to previous years, and accommodates present needs. There is no backlog of material at this time.

3. Books received — In the last year, Plant Science Bulletin listed 133 books received to be considered for review.

4. Books Reviewed — Sixty-two books were reviewed in Plant Science Bulletin in the last year.

5. Articles — We continue to seek quality articles of general interest to the membership. PSB received favorable response after we reprinted the first article from the first issue of PSB (entitled “The Challenge to Botanists” from 1955) in the Spring 1999 issue. We have also been fortunate to have several outstanding contributions from the Teaching Section.

6. Editorial Assistance — From September 1998 through May 1999, Ms. Marlo Morrow was Editorial Assistant. Her work-study position was partially supported by the Department of Biology at Saint Louis University.

7. Electronic Publication — The contents of Plant Science Bulletin continue to be available on the BSA website, thanks to the outstanding efforts of Scott Russell. His tireless efforts are truly valuable in making PSB available world-wide.

Respectfully submitted,

Joe Leverich
Editor